
“Spirit Contact” Communication Spread
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There is considerable interest in contacting departed persons to gain insight into unseen things that only they are 

privy to. This is generally the province of mediums, but some attention has been given to using cartomancy for 

this purpose. It is outside the realm of any psychic phenomena that may reveal a spirit's presence, but uses a 

similar form of sincere supplication to gain the spirit's favor.  Some form of “clearing and protection” ritual is 

recommended (prayer, mantra, meditation, devotion, etc.) prior to attempting contact, due to the risk of low-

astral interference. The cards suggest questions for the spirit.

Ancestor Card: Ancestral subject of the contact (pre-selected). This card acts as a “significator,” either for the 

spirit to be called or the question.  Alternatively, an object closely associated with the departed can be used.

“Way:” Is the way clear? Card 1 shows whether the contact “channel” is free of astral negativity.

“Intention:” What is your intention toward me today? Card 2 indicates whether the ancestor is bringing 

blessings or warnings (emphasizes Card 3 or 4),

“Encouraging Words:”  What encouraging guidance do you have for me today? Card 3 offers encouragement for 

making the best of the day ahead.

“Warning Message:” What specific caution or warning do you have for me today? Card 4 gives cautionary 

advice for confronting any challenges.

“Others' Advice:” What is the advice from others present? Card 5 provides insights from any other interested 

individuals who may be present on the “other side.”

“Honor:” How can I honor you today? Card 6 reveals how best to honor the ancestor(s) until your next meeting.

This spread is recommended for use with oracle decks that have a spiritual or “dream-work” focus.


